Join Us for a Rally to End the Government Shutdown

Thursday, January 10, 2019
12 PM

AFL-CIO 815 16th St. NW, Washington, DC 20006

To let us know you are coming, please visit go.aflcio.org/ShutdownRally

Unions Sponsoring this Rally

AFL-CIO  AFGE  AFSCME  AFT  APWU  FEA/NEA  IAFF  IAMAW  IBEW  IFPTE  MM&P  LIUNA  MEBA  MTD  NATCA  NAGE  NALC  NFFE  NNU  NPMHU  NRLCA  NTEU  NWSEO  POPA  PASS  SIU  SEIU  SMART  SATCO  UPTO  Overseas Federation of Teachers, AFT, AFL-CIO Department for Professional Employees, AFL-CIO (DPE) Teamsters